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THE ORIGINAL
HOLDS THE FUTURE

TEE JAYS has since 1976 contained the vision to produce the world’s best T-shirts. 
Not only are the quality and products carefully developed - our values are also 
incorporated into everything, we put our TEE JAYS stamp on: Do what you do best 

and do it with passion.

Trough years of development, our values, passion and quality have been constant. 
Since our journey began we are now even stronger with our classics always improving 

and as we evolve new classics arise.

Welcome to TEE JAYS 2024.



FOUNDING 
VALUES

Our primary goal is to do what we do best - to provide excellent service and to 
produce high-quality essentials that last. The love for excellent, durable materials. 
The no-compromise approach to construction and fit. And the simple yet very well 
thought-out design that makes the clothes look and feel amazing. Our top priority 
will always be to create timeless classics that will last for years and years. Creating a 

collection with the best combination of quality and price.

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY SINCE 1976 
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At TEE JAYS, we understand the immense responsibility that comes with being a 
clothing company. It is our duty to the planet and future generations to contribute to 
positive change and advocate for a more sustainable approach to clothing production 
— clothes in premium quality that lasts. This includes re-thinking materials and how 

we use them.

Within our range, you’ll discover products crafted from organic cotton and recycled 
polyester fabrics. Our Code of Conduct aligns with the UN Global Compact’s 10 
principles, which are grounded in internationally adopted declarations and conventions 
on human rights, labor rights, environmental protection, and anti-corruption. TEE JAYS 
doesn’t own factories; instead, we collaborate with suppliers who comprehend the 
significance of adhering to the ethical guidelines outlined in our Code of Conduct 

throughout the supply chain.

In 2021, we achieved a significant milestone in our commitment to sustainable 
practices by introducing our first collection crafted from recycled post-consumer 
plastic. We also proudly became a member of The Better Cotton Initiative/BCI, and of 

course, every product is covered by STANDARD 100 OEKO-TEX®.

As part of our long-term sustainability strategy, we continuously seek less harmful and 
more sustainable alternatives to traditional cotton. Many of our styles, now feature 
organic cotton, and we are actively transitioning more styles to incorporate organic 

materials.

By choosing our products, you support a conscious effort to protect our planet and 
create lasting items. We take responsibility for today, tomorrow, and uphold our 

ongoing commitment to sustainability and quality in the future. 

Clothes in premium quality that lasts.

RESPONSIBILITY

ORGANIC & RECYCLED

Our Organic and Recycled symbols are used to indicate 
which styles are made from Organic cotton and 

Recycled polyester.

CSR
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TEE JAYS is a member of Amfori, the leading global business association for open and 
sustainable trade. Its mission is to enable each of its members to enhance human 
prosperity, use natural resources responsibly and drive open trade globally. TEE JAYS 
participate in Amfori BSCI in order to better monitor and improve the social performance 
within our supply chains. We endorse the eleven principles of the Amfori BSCI Code of 
Conduct and recognize that improving working conditions in our supply chains is a 
necessity for the overall resilience and performance of our business.

TEE JAYS is a proud member of Better Cotton and we are committed to improving cotton 
farming practices globally with Better Cotton. Better Cotton is sourced via a system 
of Mass Balance and is not physically traceable to end products. We are committed 
to sourcing 95% of our cotton as more sustainable cotton by 2025. More sustainable 
cotton includes Better Cotton and Organic cotton. Better Cotton connects people and 
organizations throughout the cotton sector, from field to store, to promote measurable 
and continuing improvements for the environment, farming communities and the 
economies of cotton-producing areas.

TEE JAYS products are covered by STANDARD 100 OEKO-TEX® which is one of the best-
known labels for textiles and guarantee that the clothing does not contain harmful 
substances. It is the world’s leading independent testing institutes and regularly controls 
all testing for substances which are harmful to human health and the environment. 
Clothing that are certified by the STANDARD 100 OEKO-TEX® is subject to requirements 
covering pH value and the content of, for example, pesticides and heavy metals. 

The Recycled Claim Standard/RCS verifies recycled content and tracks it from the 
source to the final product. Products certified to the Recycled Claim Standard contain 
recycled content that has been independently verified at each stage of the supply 
chain, from the recycler to the finished product. The purchase of RCS certified products 
demonstrates demand for recycled content.

Certified by Control Union
CU 1038209

The Organic Content Standard/OCS verifies organically grown content and tracks 
it from the source to the final product. Products certified to the Organic Content 
Standard/OCS contain organically grown content that has been independently verified 
at each stage of the supply chain, from the farm to the finished product. The purchase 
of Organic Content Standard/OCS certified products demonstrates demand for organic 
agriculture. Organic cotton is produced and certified to organic agricultural standards, 
which require practices to sustain ecosystems.

Certified by Control Union
CU 1038209
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Over the past two years, we’ve been working on refreshing our collection, and 
streamlining it by discontinuing slow-moving styles and colours. Our dedication to 
ensure a strong future, has led us to focus the new styles on high-quality commercial 
styles, designed for the promotional market. Inspired from the latest trends, our 2024 
Collection offers a captivating range of A-selling series, and styles that cater to the 

strong casual, comfortable, and conservative preferences.

We are thrilled to introduce two brand new series to our collection: the Athletic Sweat 
and the Ribbed Interlock Sweat series. These additions are perfectly complement 
of our existing succesful range of college sweats. The Ribbed Interlock Sweat is an 
unbrushed heavy luxury sweat, ideal for both business and leisurewear, while the 
Athletic series caters to the active and leisurewear segments with its modern tops 
and bottoms. But that is not all! We are also introducing a knitted casual stretch shirt 
and a half zip knit sweater, specifically tailored for the workwear and casual segments.

NEWS
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TEE JAYS HAS 
YOU COVERED

TEE JAYS adapts seamlessly to diverse life situations, whether it’s for work or leisure. 
We offer a comprehensive selection that encompasses it all, ensuring you never have 

to compromise on style or quality.
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DRESS FOR BUSINESS
The business collection features impeccably tailored garments 
designed to complement the urban lifestyle and current 
trends. These styles offer comfort suitable for everyday wear, 
making them essential additions to your wardrobe. Ideal for a 
day at the office or a leisurely afternoon at your favorite coffee 
house.

DRESS FOR RELAXATION
Comfort meets urban edge in our laid-back and casual 
essentials. This collection revolves around tees, sweats, and 
jackets inspired by street fashion and the urban lifestyle. 
Striking the perfect balance between casual and cool, these 
styles are well-suited for the gym, a day of relaxation at home, 
or a weekend getaway with someone special.
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For almost 50 years we have produced some of the best quality T-shirts on the 
market. It all began with our flagship SOF TEE, which still today is one of our best 
selling shirts. The range is completed from basic promotion T-shirts to the best 
quality interlock and stretch T-shirts on the market. They are all T-shirts that easily 

could be your new favorite.

T-SHIRTS
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Our basic tees cater to both men and women who want 
everyday comfort without compromising on style or quality. 
Made from high quality long fiber cotton, which makes our 

tees excellent for printing.

THE BASIC TEES
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Power Sweat | Style 5100 - ORGANIC COTTON

Power Tee | Style 1100 - ORGANIC COTTON  

Basic Tee | Style 1000 - BETTER COTTON

Power Polo | Style 1200 - ORGANIC COTTON

Junior Power Tee | Style 1100B - ORGANIC COTTON

Power Hoodie | Style 5102 - ORGANIC COTTON Junior Power Hoodie | Style 5102B - ORGANIC COTTON

THE CONSIOUS BASICS
Introducing our new improved collection of consious basics. Our range includes a full collection of T-shirts, 
Sweatshirts, and Polos in timeless colours, designed with a fashion-forward fit and a touch of Scandinavian 

flair. Available from adults up to 5XL to children’s sizes, everyone can revel in comfort and style.

COMPLETE COLLECTION
TIMELESS COLOURS, FASHION FITTING, AND SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN

ORGANIC COTTON OR BETTER COTTON AND LABEL FREE
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POWER TEE | STYLE 1100

JUNIOR POWER TEE | STYLE 1100B
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POWER TEE
Style 1100 Men’s / 1100B Junior
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FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Preshrunk
• Label free
• Organic cotton

INFO
Quality 100% supercarded organic cotton
 Heather: 85% organic cotton / 15% viscose
Size 1100: XS-5XL · 1100B: 4/6-12/14 yr.
Weight 140 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3-5XL 20/10) pcs.

With our organic Power Tee you’re ready to make a powerful move! 
From an easy launch of your own collection, to an eyecatching marketing 

event - this tee meets your needs. Power Tee comes in a wide
range of sizes - including children’s sizes .

THE BASIC TEES
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POWER TEE | STYLE 1100

THE BASIC TEES
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BASIC TEE | STYLE 100026



BASIC TEE
Style 1000 Men’s
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One of the best promotional T-shirts. 
It is made from long fiber 150 gsm. ringspun cotton 

and is excellent for printing.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double stitched
• Preshrunk
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Label free

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton
Size S--5XL
Weight 150 gsm.
Colli 50/10 (3-5XL 20/10) pcs.

THE BASIC TEES
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton
 Heather: 85% cotton / 15% viscose
Size S-3XL (*4-5XL)
Weight 185 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3-5XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk cotton
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Washable at 60 degrees

Our iconic heavyweight tee, the Sof Tee, has been produced for
 almost 50 years. It is made from long fiber ringspun 185 gsm. combed 

cotton and features a two-layer neck rib with elastane. This tee is 
excellent for both printing and embroidery.
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SOF TEE | STYLE 8000

WOMEN’S SOF TEE | STYLE 8050

THE BASIC TEES
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LONG SLEEVE FASHION SOF TEE
Style 8007 Men’s
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton
Size S-5XL
Weight 185 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3-5XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk cotton
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Washable at 60 degrees
• Cuffs with elastane

A long-sleeve version of our iconic Fashion Sof Tee. 
It has a fitted body, and features a slim neck rib with elastane 

and sleeves with elastane cuffs.
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LONG SLEEVE FASHION SOF TEE | STYLE 8007

THE BASIC TEES
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FASHION SOF TEE | STYLE 8005

FASHION SOF TEE
Style 8005 Men’s
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton
Size S-3XL
Weight 185 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk cotton
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Washable at 60 degrees

With this heavyweight slim fit tee we’ve added a 
fashion touch to our Sof Tee. It features slimmed sleeves and 

shoulders, a larger neck opening, and a two-layer 
neck rib with elastane.
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FASHION V-NECK SOF TEE | STYLE 8006

FASHION V-NECK SOF TEE
Style 8006 Men’s
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton
Size S-3XL
Weight 185 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk cotton
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Washable at 60 degrees

With this heavyweight slim fit tee, we’ve added a 
fashionable twist to our Sof Tee. Embrace the V-neck allure with 

slimmed sleeves and shoulders, an expanded neck opening, 
and a two-layer neck rib infused with elastane.

THE BASIC TEES
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Shoulder-to-shoulder 
neck tape

Double 
preshrunk cotton

Two-layer collar 
with elastane

Washable at 
60 degrees

Enzyme 
washed

Silicone 
treatment 

Double 
stitched 

SOF TEE
Our original Sof Tee, heavy weight T-shirt has its origin in Alabama,

 for almost 50 years ago. It’s always been our flagship promotion tee made in the best
ringspun cotton, to give you the best comfort. In the beginning it was introduced in five 

colours. Today it’s available in many colours and styles. But one thing remains the 
same - the great outstanding quality - that you can wash again and again.
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Fashion seamlessly blends with style in our collection of 
Fashion Tees. Stylish and wearable pieces for quality-conscious 
men and women, who wants to look and feel their best - all 
day. The styles are made from high-quality long fiber cotton 
and have a shaped fit on sleeves and shoulders and a slightly 

loose body.

THE LUXURY FASHION TEES
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FEATURES
• Tailored fit
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double preshrunk
• Double stitched
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Organic cotton

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed organic cotton 
 Heather: 85% organic cotton / 15% viscose
Size 5000: S-3XL · 5001: S-XXL
Weight 160 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

This is the best single jersey T-shirt in our collection, made from 
high-quality, long fiber organic cotton and featuring a unique, tailored fit. 

It is slightly fitted around shoulders and sleeves but has a looser body. 
It is completed with a two-layer neck rib with elastane.
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WOMEN’S LUXURY TEE | STYLE 5001

LUXURY TEE | STYLE 5000

THE LUXURY FASHION TEES
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LUXURY V-NECK TEE | STYLE 5004

WOMEN’S LUXURY V-NECK TEE | STYLE 5005
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed organic cotton 
 Heather: 85% organic cotton / 15% viscose
Size 5004: S-3XL · 5005: S-XXL
Weight 160 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Tailored fit
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double preshrunk
• Double stitched
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Organic cotton
• V-neck

Premium single jersey T-shirt with a deep V-neck. Made from 
high-quality, long fiber organic cotton and featuring a unique tailored fit.

 It is slightly fitted around the shoulders and sleeves and 
has a looser body.

THE LUXURY FASHION TEES
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This single jersey fashion-fit tee is crafted
from premium quality long fiber cotton. It has 

a wider neck and a stylish raw-edge collar.

FEATURES
• Fashion loose fit
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double preshrunk
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Larger neck opening with self fabric raw-edge collar

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton
Size S-3XL
Weight 160 gsm.
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

RAW-EDGE TEE | STYLE 5060
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Style 5062 Men’s / 5063 Women’s 

Our fashion-fit single jersey Roll-Up Tee is made 
from premium-quality, long fiber cotton. It features 

roll-up sleeves with bar tacks and a large neck 
opening with a minimalistic neck rib.

FEATURES
• Fashion loose fit
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double preshrunk
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Large neck opening with slim neck rib

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton 
 Heather: 85% cotton / 15% viscose
Size 5062: S-3XL · 5063: S-XXL
Weight 160 gsm.
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

ROLL-UP TEE | STYLE 5062 WOMEN’S ROLL-UP TEE | STYLE 5063

THE LUXURY FASHION TEES
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URBAN MELANGE TEE | STYLE 5050

BASEBALL TEE | STYLE 5072
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URBAN MELANGE TEE

BASEBALL TEE
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This cool melange vintage-inspired tee is made of 
50% ringspun cotton and 50% polyester, which makes 

it feel super soft. It features a narrow neck rib with 
elastane and shoulder-to-shoulder taping 

for improved stability.

Our classic heavyweight Baseball Tee with curved 
raglan sleeves. It features a neck rib with elastane,

a fitted body, and sleeves with cuffs.

FEATURES
• Fashion fit
• Shoulder-to-shoulder neck tape
• Double preshrunk
• Double stitched
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment

FEATURES
• Tailored fit
• Long fiber cotton
• Double preshrunk
• Self fabric collar
• Raglan sleeves
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton 
 Heather: 85% cotton / 15% viscose
Size S-3XL
Weight 185 gsm.
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

INFO
Quality 50% cotton / 50% polyester
Size S-3XL
Weight 160 gsm.
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

THE LUXURY FASHION TEES
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Our stretch tees are crafted from ringspun combed cot ton 
and full-feeder elastane, which gives them a perfect amount of 
stretch and a smooth, soft surface. These tees are ideal if you 

crave extra comfort all day long.

THE STRETCH TEES
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INFO
Quality 90% ringspun combed cotton / 10% elastane
Size S-3XL
Weight 195 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Double preshrunk
• Double stitched
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Full-feeder elastane
• 400: Shoulder-to-shoulder taping

Slim-fitted stretch crew neck for both men and women. 
Highlighting a narrow neck rib with elastane and shoulder-to-shoulder 

taping for enhanced stability.
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STRETCH TEE | STYLE 400

WOMEN’S STRETCH TEE | STYLE 450

THE STRETCH TEES
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STRETCH V-NECK TEE | STYLE 401

WOMEN’S STRETCH 3/4 SLEEVE TEE | STYLE 460
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STRETCH TEE
Style 401 Stretch V-Neck Tee

Style 460 Women’s Stretch 3/4 Sleeve Tee
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INFO
Quality 90% ringspun combed cotton / 10% elastane
Size S-3XL
Weight 195 gsm.
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Double preshrunk
• Double stitched
• Long fiber cotton
• Full-feeder elastane
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• 401: Shoulder-to-shoulder taping 

Slim-fitted stretch V-neck tee, featuring two-layer slim 
neck rib and reinforced shoulders. Classic fitted tee with 3/4 sleeves, 

ideal for casual wear or any womens’ uniform.

THE STRETCH TEES
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WOMEN’S FASHION 
STRETCH TEE EXTRA LENGTH

Style 455 Women’s
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INFO
Quality 92% ringspun combed cotton / 8% elastane
Size XS-XXL
Weight 175 gsm.
Colli 50/10 pcs.

FEATURES
• Two-layer collar with elastane
• Double preshrunk
• Double stitched
• Long fiber cotton
• Full-feeder elastane
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Extra length

The Women’s Fashion Stretch Tee has extra length 
and fashion shape seen in retail. It makes a perfect 

extra layer under your favorite top.
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WOMEN’S FASHION STRETCH TEE EXTRA LENGTH | STYLE 455

THE STRETCH TEES
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It does not get much better than our Interlock Tee. Simple as 
that. Crafted from 40 singles ringspun long fiber cotton, this 
T-shirt is both extremely comfortable but also strong and 
resilient. The fabric has been enzyme-washed and silicone-
treated for maximum smoothness and flexibility. The Interlock 

Tee is made from 100% organic cotton.

THE INTERLOCK TEES
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed organic cotton
Size S-3XL (*4-5XL)
Weight 220 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3-5XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Washable at 60 degrees
• Organic cotton

Give the casual look an elegant spin with this uniquely designed 
short-sleeve tee with a shaped fit and a slim neck rib. Perfect if you want 

to appear stylish without compromising on comfort.

Available in women’s style 580 - see page 59
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INTERLOCK TEE | STYLE 520

THE INTERLOCK TEES
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WOMEN’S INTERLOCK TEE | STYLE 58058
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WOMEN’S INTERLOCK TEE
Style 580 Women’s 
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed organic cotton
Size S-3XL
Weight 220 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Washable at 60 degrees
• Organic cotton
• Elastane neck rib

Give the casual look an elegant spin with this uniquely designed 
short-sleeve tee with a shaped fit and a slim neck rib. Perfect if you want 

to appear stylish without compromising on comfort.

Available in men’s style 520 - see page 56

THE INTERLOCK TEES
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LONG SLEEVE INTERLOCK TEE 
Style 530 Men’s / 590 Women’s
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INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed organic cotton
Size S-3XL
Weight 220 gsm. 
Colli 50/10 (3XL 20/10) pcs.

FEATURES
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Washable at 60 degrees
• Organic cotton
• Shaped fit
• 590: Elastane neck rib

Our uniquely tailored Interlock Tee with long sleeves.
 The heavyweight fabric and the shaped design are sure 

 to make this T-shirt an instant favorite.
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LONG SLEEVE INTERLOCK TEE | STYLE 530

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE INTERLOCK TEE | STYLE 590

THE INTERLOCK TEES
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Double 
preshrunk

Organic 
cotton

Washable at 
60 degrees

Silicone 
treatment

Enzyme 
washed

Long 
fiber cotton 

Double 
stitched

OUR STATE OF 
THE ART INTERLOCK TEE

Experience ultimate comfort and unparalleled style with our Interlock Tee. Crafted 
from 100% organic cotton and designed with precision, this T-shirt delivers a perfect blend of luxury 

and casual elegance. With a shaped fit and a slim neck rib, you get not only comfort but also a unique 
expression of your personal style. It’s not just a T-shirt; it’s a statement. Elevate your everyday 

look with the Interlock Tee - where comfort meets class.
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WOMEN’S INTERLOCK TEE | STYLE 580

THE INTERLOCK TEES
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Designed for an active lifestyle, our high-quality performance 
wear will keep you dry, cool and comfortable during any type 
of workout or activity. Each style is made from lightweight, 

flexible, and breathable materials that let your skin breathe.

THE PERFORMANCE TEES
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COOLDRY TEE
Style 7020 Men’s / 7021 Women’s
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INFO
Quality 95% CoolDry micro polyester / 5% spandex
Size 7020: S-3XL · 7021: S-XXL
Weight 160 gsm. 
Colli 50/1 (3XL 20/1) pcs.

FEATURES
• Fast drying material
• Moisture-wicking
• Sporty fit
• Reflective print
• CoolDry fabric
• Flat lock stitching

Our signature premium functional tee with stretch is made 
from a soft, lightweight, breathable fabric that makes for a great, natural feel. 

For this premium performance tee, we have used CoolDry fabric to 
ensure maximum comfort and performance
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WOMEN’S COOLDRY TEE | STYLE 7021

COOLDRY TEE | STYLE 7020

THE PERFORMANCE TEES
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COOLDRY TEE | STYLE 7020
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WOMEN’S COOLDRY TEE | STYLE 7021

THE PERFORMANCE TEES
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LONG SLEEVE COOLDRY TEE | STYLE 702272



LONG SLEEVE COOLDRY TEE
Style 7022 Men’s
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INFO
Quality 95% CoolDry micro polyester / 5% spandex
Size XS-3XL
Weight 160 gsm. 
Colli 50/1 (3XL 20/1) pcs.

FEATURES
• Fast drying material
• Moisture-wicking
• Sporty fit
• Reflective print
• CoolDry fabric
• Flat lock stitching

This Long Sleeve CoolDry Tee with flatlock seams 
ensures the best comfort. The tee has a tailored fit, and we have added 

stretch for better movement. It is moisture-wicking, quick-drying 
and easy to wash and care.

THE PERFORMANCE TEES
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THE 
ACTIVE MOOD

Embrace an active lifestyle with TEE JAYS! Our active collection is designed to seamlessly 
transition from workout sessions to everyday activities. Whether you’re breaking a 
sweat in our performance tees or looking for comfortable attire for your commute and 

relaxation, we have you covered.

Picture this: the perfect combination of our breathable CoolDry T-shirts with our new, 
stylish Athletic Sweat series. This collection features a range of styles, from shorts to 
sweatpants, ensuring you look effortlessly cool whether you’re working out or relaxing. 
TEE JAYS blends comfort and style seamlessly, making it easy for you to embrace an 

active, yet fashionable, lifestyle.
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LONG SLEEVE COOLDRY TEE  |  STYLE 7022

 STYLE 7021

 STYLE 5706

 STYLE 5702

 STYLE  7020

WOMEN’S COOLDRY TEE  |  STYLE 7021

PAGE 141PAGE 73
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PAGE 68 PAGE 68
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POLO SHIRTS
A polo shirt is not just a polo shirt. For decades our designers and technicians have 
continuously improved our quality and construction. This has made TEE JAYS one of 
the leading polo shirt manufacturers in the promotional industry. Our Luxury Stretch 

Polo Shirts are among the best quality polos in the promotional market.



Discover the pinnacle of polo perfection with our Luxury 
Stretch Polo collection. Meticulously crafted from an organic 
cotton/elastane blend, these shirts redefine comfort and 
style. With a tailored fit, mini pique finish, and a flat knit collar 
featuring elastane, our unique stretch polos become an instant 
classic. Whether short or long-sleeved, indulge in unparalleled 
sophistication and embrace a new era of elevated elegance.

THE LUXURY 
STRETCH POLOS
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A TRUE CLASSIC
WITH A BLEND OF 

ELEGANCE
PASSION FOR POLO

LUXURY STRETCH POLO | STYLE 140580



Flat knit collar 
with elastane

Organic 
cotton

Double
preshrunk

Side slit w. 
herringbone details

Herringbone
neck tape

Clean 
finished placket

Stretchable mini pique
with 5% elastane

LUXURY STRETCH POLO
Experience timeless elegance with our Luxury Stretch Polo. Meticulously 

crafted with care in every stitch, it blends a tailored fit with a unique combination of organic cotton 
and elastane finished in an elegant mini pique. The flat knit collar and the shaped fitting tributes to 

refinement, this polo is a tribute to refinement and comfort. The Luxury Stretch Polo 
is an iconic choice for those who demand the best. 
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LUXURY STRETCH POLO
Style 1405 Men’s

This is simply the ultimate polo shirt, with an organic cotton/elastane
fabric that ensures perfect comfort and an excellent fitting. The tailored fit, 

the mini pique fabric, and the flat knit collar with elastane make 
our unique stretch polo an all-time favorite.

INFO
Quality 95% ringspun combed organic cotton / 5% elastane
 Mini pique
Size S-3XL (*4-5XL)
Weight 215 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Flat knit collar with elastane
• Mini pique
• Tailored fit
• Double preshrunk
• Herringbone neck tape
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Clean finished placket
• Organic cotton

Available in women’s style  145 - see page 85
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WOMEN’S LUXURY STRETCH POLO | STYLE 14584
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Style 145 Women’s

WOMEN’S LUXURY STRETCH POLO

This is simply the ultimate polo shirt, with an organic cotton/elastane 
fabric that ensures perfect comfort and an excellent fitting. The tailored fit, 

the mini pique fabric, and the flat knit collar with elastane make our 
unique stretch polo an all-time favorite.

INFO
Quality 95% ringspun combed organic cotton / 5% elastane
 Mini pique
Size S-3XL
Weight 215 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

Available in men’s style 1405 - see page 82

FEATURES
• Flat knit collar with elastane
• Mini pique
• Tailored fit
• Double preshrunk
• Herringbone neck tape
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Clean finished placket
• Organic cotton
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LUXURY STRETCH LONG SLEEVE POLO

Men’s

Women’s
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Style 1406 Men’s / 146 Women’s

INFO
Quality 95% ringspun combed organic cotton / 5% elastane
 Mini pique
Size S-3XL
Weight 215 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

Our luxury polo shirt with long sleeves. Like the short-sleeved 
model it is made from an organic cotton/elastane fabric that gives you 

excellent comfort and a perfect fitting. It features a tailored fit, a mini pique 
finish, and a flat knit collar with elastane. The sleeves are 

finished with low cut cuffs with elastane.

FEATURES
• Flat knit collar with elastane
• Mini pique
• Tailored fit
• Double preshrunk
• Herringbone neck tape
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Clean finished placket
• Organic cotton
• Long sleeves with cuff
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LUXURY STRETCH LONG SLEEVE POLO | STYLE 1406

WOMEN’S LUXURY STRETCH LONG SLEEVE POLO | STYLE 146
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LUXURY STRIPE STRETCH POLO | STYLE 1407

WOMEN’S LUXURY STRETCH V-NECK POLO | STYLE 1409 LUXURY STRETCH V-NECK POLO | STYLE 1404
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LUXURY STRETCH POLOS

1407 Men’s

1404 Men’s
 1409 Women’s
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Style 1407 Luxury Stripe Stretch Polo 
Style 1404 Men’s / 1409 Women’s Luxury Stretch V-Neck Polo

Our signature polo shirt is made from organic cotton/elastane. The mini pique fabric 
ensures perfect comfort and excellent fit. The style is available in two versions; one with striped collar and 

cuffs for a casual twist, and a men’s and women’s polo with open collar, for a modern look. They 
feature the same stunning details as our bestselling 1405/145 stretch polo.

INFO
Quality 95% ringspun combed organic cotton / 5% elastane
 Mini pique
Size S-3XL
Weight 215 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Flat knit collar with elastane
• Mini pique
• Tailored fit
• Double preshrunk
• Herringbone neck tape
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
• Organic cotton
• 1407: Clean finished placket
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LUXURY STRETCH POLO | STYLE 1405
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OUR FLAGSHIP STRETCH POLO SHIRT
ENGINEERED FOR DECADES

91
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If you’re looking for a luxurious, premium-quality polo shirt, this 
is it. Our Pima Polo is crafted from 44 singles Pima cotton and 
takes comfort to a whole new level. The clean, Scandinavian 
design and subtle but yet elegant details makes it a perfect 

balance between dressy and sporty.

THE PIMA POLO
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WOMEN’S PIMA COTTON POLO | STYLE 1441

PIMA COTTON POLO | STYLE 1440
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PIMA COTTON POLO

Men’s

Women’s
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Style 1440 Men’s / 1441 Women’s

A stylish, state-of-the-art interlock polo shirt in 100% Pima cotton, 
featuring a slim-fitted body. It has a self fabric collar stand finished with 

an elegant placket with anthracite pearl imitation buttons.

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed pima cotton
Size 1440: S-3XL · 1441: S-XXL
Weight 200 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Self fabric collar
• Tailored fit
• Reinforced shoulders
• Double preshrunk
• Long fiber cotton
• Enzyme washed
• Silicone treatment
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WOMEN’S PIMA COTTON POLO | STYLE 1441

PIMA COTTON POLO | STYLE 1440
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PIMA COTTON POLO | STYLE 1440

WOMEN’S PIMA COTTON POLO | STYLE 1441
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Our classic polos are great for any occasion and features the 
same shaped fit as our high-end polos. This collection shows 
a very high standard quality and gives you great value for 
money. These wearable polo shirts boast simplistic elegance 

while keeping you comfortable all day, at  work or at home.

THE CLASSIC POLOS
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HEAVY POLO

Men’s

Women’s 
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Style 1400 Men’s / 1401 Women’s 

This is one of our bestselling classics. The firm and crisp fabric 
and the slightly slimmer fit and sleeve shape, make this polo great for 

casual or promotional wear. You can proudly add your logo to 
this high-quality shirt.

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton pique
Size 1400: S-5XL · 1401: S-3XL
Weight 215 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Double stitched
• Double preshrunk
• Clean finished placket
• Taped shoulder
• Long fiber cotton 
• Washable at 60 degrees
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HEAVY POLO | STYLE 1400

WOMEN’S HEAVY POLO | STYLE 1401
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Label free

Double 
preshrunk

Washable at 
60 degrees

Organic cotton

Clean finished 
placket

Flat knit 
collar

POWER POLO | STYLE 1200102



POWER POLO
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Style 1200 Men’s
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FEATURES
• Flat knit collar
• Double preshrunk
• Straight sleeve without cuff
• Label free
• Clean finished placket
• Enzyme washed
• Organic cotton
• Washable at 60 degrees

INFO
Quality 65% organic cotton / 35% polyester
Size XS-5XL
Weight 190 gsm. 
Colli 25/5 pcs.

If you’re looking for an affordable polo pique, that still has a 
perfect fit and design, look no further. Power Polo comes in a wide range of 
sizes and is made of a high quality organic cotton/polyester blend. This style 

is label free, ideal for promotion and the perfect match for your 
next powerful direct marketing campaign.
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ORGANIC COTTON 
LABEL FREE & 

COMPETITIVE PRICING
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POWER POLO | STYLE 1200
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CLUB POLO | STYLE 7000

WOMEN’S CLUB POLO | STYLE 7001
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CLUB POLO

Men’s
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Style 7000 Men’s / 7001 Women’s
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INFO
Quality 95% recycled polyester / 5% elastane
Size 7000: S-3XL (*4-5XL) · 7001: S-XXL
Weight 187 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Recycled main fabric
• Tailored fit
• Flat knit collar
• Clean finished placket
• Moisture-wicking

This polo shirt has a tailored fit and made of recycled 
polyester/elastane fabric to ensure you the best comfort and breathability. 

Perfect for any uniform, hotels, golf or tennis clubs. Moisture-wicking, 
quick drying and easy to wash and care.
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LUXURY SPORT POLO
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Style 7200 Men’s / 7201 Women’s
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INFO
Quality 100% polyester CoolDry
Size S-3XL
Weight 150 gsm. 
Colli 25/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Shaped fit
• Self fabric fused collar
• Clean finished placket
• Anthracite contrast buttons
• Moisture-wicking

Want to look cool while working out? Our performance polo
 comes with distinguished cut lines and improved soft CoolDry fabric, 

securing you an effortlessly sharp look. Always. You can also use the polo 
shirt to add a relaxed look to your everyday work outfit. This will 

create the perfect casual business attire.
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LUXURY SPORT POLO | STYLE 7200

WOMEN’S LUXURY SPORT POLO | STYLE 7201
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SWEATSHIRTS
If there’s anything we love as much as quality and comfort, it’s versatility. The 
sweatshirt offers just that. Equally cool and comfortable, this wardrobe staple goes 

with basically everything and can be used all year round. What’s not to love?
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Embrace nostalgia and effortless style with our college sweats 
made from ringspun long fiber cotton. They have a comfortable 

and casual fit, a soft surface, and a light feel.

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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Style 5429 Men’s

A classic crew neck brushed heavyweight
 sweatshirt, featuring double-stitched elastic cuffs, 

neck rib and waistband. The perfect sweat
 for work or a trip to the gym.

FEATURES
• Three-thread fabric
• Brushed inside
• Ribs with elastane
• Double dyed
• Double stitched
• Washable at 60 degrees

INFO
Quality 70% ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size S--5XL
Weight 310-320 gsm. 
Colli 20/1 (3-5XL 10/1) pcs.

HEAVY SWEATSHIRT | STYLE 5429
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SWEAT 
PANTS
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Style 5425 Men’s

These unisex fashion sweat pants can be 
combined with any of our quality tops. They are 

designed with a slightly higher waistband 
and a back pocket.

FEATURES
• Three-thread fabric
• Brushed inside
• Ribs with elastane
• Double dyed
• Flatlock seams
• Two side pockets and a back pocket
• Washable at 60 degrees

INFO
Quality 70% ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size XS-XXL
Weight 310-320 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

SWEAT PANTS | STYLE 5425

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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HOODED SWEATSHIRT
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INFO
Quality 70% ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size 5430: S-3XL · 5431: S-XXL
Weight 310-320 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Three-thread fabric
• Brushed inside
• Ribs with elastane
• Double dyed
• Double stitched
• Washable at 60 degrees

Our heavyweight hooded sweatshirt is featuring a 
large front pocket and an adjustable hood with 

double-stitched elastic cuffs and waistband.
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Three-thread 
fabric

Double 
dyed

Washable at 
60 degrees

Brushed 
inside

Ribs 
with elastane

HOODED SWEATSHIRT | STYLE 5430

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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WOMEN’S HOODED SWEATSHIRT | STYLE 5431WOMEN’S HOODED SWEATSHIRT | STYLE 5431
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TWO-TONE HOODED 
SWEATSHIRT
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Style 5432 Men’s

This two-coloured version of our bestselling
 Hooded Sweatshirt, is an excellent choice for a

sporty look and a casual feel.

FEATURES
• Three-thread fabric
• Brushed inside
• Ribs with elastane
• Double dyed
• Double stitched

INFO
Quality 70% ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size S-3XL
Weight 310-320 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.
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TWO-TONE HOODED SWEATSHIRT | STYLE 5432

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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FASHION FULL ZIP HOOD | STYLE 5435

WOMEN’S FASHION FULL ZIP HOOD | STYLE 5436
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FASHION FULL ZIP HOOD

Men’s

Women’s
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Style 5435 Men’s / 5436 Women’s

INFO
Quality 70% ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size 5435: S-3XL · 5436: S-XXL
Weight 310-320 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Three-thread fabric
• Brushed inside
• Ribs with elastane
• Double dyed
• Double stitched
• SBS zipper

A full-zipped fashion hoodie with a shaped fit. The 
contrast strings and neckband adds a stylish touch to the

hoodie, which features elastic cuffs and waistband.

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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 FASHION FULL ZIP HOOD | STYLE 5435
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WOMEN’S FASHION FULL ZIP HOOD | STYLE 5436

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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HALF ZIP 
SWEATSHIRT

FULL ZIP SWEAT 
CARDIGAN
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Style 5438 Men’s

Style 5440 Men’s

A classic half-zip brushed heavyweight 
sweatshirt, featuring double-stitched elastic 

cuffs, ribbed raised collar, and waistband.
Open side-seam pockets.

A classic full-zip cardigan in 
brushed heavyweight sweatshirt material. 

Featuring double-stitched elastic cuffs, a ribbed 
raised collar, and waistband. Two front 

pockets with zippers.

FEATURES
• Three-thread fabric
• Brushed inside
• Ribs with elastane
• Double dyed
• Two side pockets
• SBS zipper

FEATURES
• Three-thread fabric
• Brushed inside
• Ribs with elastane
• Double dyed
• Two front pockets with zippers
• SBS zipper

INFO
Quality 70% ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size XS-3XL (*4-5XL)
Weight 310-320 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.  

INFO
Quality 70% ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size S-3XL
Weight 310-320 gsm.
Colli 10/1 pcs.
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HALF ZIP SWEATSHIRT | STYLE 5438

FULL ZIP SWEAT CARDIGAN | STYLE 5440

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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POWER SWEATSHIRT | STYLE 5100130



POWER 
SWEATSHIRT

Style 5100 Men’s
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Make your actions count! Our organic 
Power Sweatshirt gives you full flexibility when it 
comes to marketing. Power Sweatshirt is made of 

long fiber cotton/polyester blend and has a simple 
Scandinavian design. The fabric is smooth and soft 

and excellent for printing and embroidery.

INFO
Quality 70% organic ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size XS-5XL
Weight 280 gsm.
Colli 20/5 (3-5XL 10/5) pcs. 

FEATURES
• Double dyed
• Ribs with elastane
• Brushed inside
• Silicone treatment
• Label free
• Washable at 60 degrees 
• Organic cotton

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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POWER HOODIE
Style 5102 Men’s / Style 5102B Junior
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Men’s

Junior

Stand out in a crowd! Promote your brand with our Power Hoodie - yet another power 
style that gives you full flexibility when it comes to marketing. Power Hoodie comes in a wide range 

of sizes - including children’s sizes, it has a cozy hood and front pocket and is in transition to be label free. 
The fabric is smooth and soft and excellent for printing and embroidery.

INFO
Quality 70% organic ringspun cotton / 30% polyester
Size 5102: XS-5XL · 5102B: 4/6-12/14 yr.
Weight 280 gsm.
Colli 10/5 pcs. 

FEATURES
• Double dyed
• Ribs with elastane
• Brushed inside
• Silicone treatment
• Label free 
• Washable at 60 degrees 
• Organic cotton
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POWER HOODIE | STYLE 5102

JUNIOR POWER HOODIE | STYLE 5102B

THE COLLEGE SWEATS
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Elevate your comfort and style with our latest collection, 
meticulously crafted from a soft and stretchable ringspun 
cotton/polyester blend. Versatile enough for sports, leisure, or 
even staff clothing, this collection seamlessly combines fashion 
and functionality. Experience the perfect fusion of comfort and 

style in every piece.

THE ATHLETIC SWEATS
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ATHLETIC CREW NECK SWEAT | STYLE 5700

ATHLETIC FULL ZIP SWEAT | STYLE 5704

ATHLETIC HOODED SWEAT | STYLE 5702
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ATHLETIC SWEAT
Style 5700 Athletic Crew Neck Sweat

Style 5702 Athletic Hooded Sweat · Style 5704 Athletic Full Zip Sweat

5700 Men’s

5704 Men’s
5702 Men’s
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The functional design of our Athletic tops complements both leisurewear as 
well as it is suitable for staff clothing. It will keep you both stylish and practical at once. 

All features a tailored sporty fit with a cool and practical zipped sleeve pocket. 
Pair it with our unique Athletic shorts or pants.

INFO
Quality 60% ringspun cotton / 40% polyester 
 - two faced bonded interlock
Size XS-3XL
Weight 320-330 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
5700:
• Crew neck
• Zipped sleeve pocket
• Self fabric cuffs
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• SBS zipper

5702:
• Two-layered hood
• Large kangaroo pocket
• Zipped sleeve pocket
• Self fabric cuffs
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• SBS zipper

5704:
• Full zip
• Two open front pockets
• Zipped sleeve pocket
• Self fabric cuffs
• Elastic tape at bottom hem
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment 
• SBS zippers 

THE ATHLETIC SWEATS
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SBS 
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front pockets
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ATHLETIC FULL ZIP SWEAT
NEWS 2024

Our new Athletic series, is crafted of a soft, stretchable ringspun cotton/polyester 
blend, which ensures maximum comfort. Vertasile enough for sport, leisurewear and 

staff clothing. It effortless blends style and practicality. 
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ATHLETIC FULL ZIP SWEAT | STYLE 5704

ATHLETIC PANTS | STYLE 5708 139



ATHLETIC HOODED FULL ZIP SWEAT | STYLE 5706

ATHLETIC PANTS | STYLE 5708140



ATHLETIC SWEAT
Style 5706 Athletic Hooded Full Zip Sweat 

Style 5708 Athletic Pants · Style 5710 Athletic Shorts

5708 Men’s 5710 Men’s
5706 Men’s
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INFO
Quality 60% ringspun cotton / 40% polyester 
 - two faced bonded interlock
Size XS-3XL
Weight 320-330 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
5706: 
• Full zip
• Two open front pockets
• Zipped sleeve pocket
• Elastic tape at bottom hem and hood
• Self fabric cuffs
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• SBS zippers

5708: 
• Elastic waist with string
• Two front pockets with zippers
• Back panel zipped pocket
• Self fabric cuffs
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• SBS zippers

 5710: 
• Elastic waist with string
• Two open front pockets
• Back panel zipped pocket
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• SBS zipper

Our trendy full zipped hoodie with sleeve pocket and elastic hem
 is a great match to our Athletic shorts or jogging pants featuring elastic 

waist band with string, two front pockets and zipped back pocket.

THE ATHLETIC SWEATS
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ATHLETIC PANTS | STYLE 5708
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ATHLETIC SHORTS | STYLE 5710

ATHLETIC HOODED SWEAT | STYLE 5702

THE ATHLETIC SWEATS
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Discover our latest premium collection, featuring Ribbed 
Interlock Sweats and our Classic Urban sweats. These high 
quality sweatshirts redefine casual comfort, allowing you to 

effortless blend style and relaxation.

THE LUXURY SWEATS
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RIBBED INTERLOCK
Style 5504 Ribbed Interlock Crew Neck 

Style 5506 Ribbed Interlock Half Zip

5504 Men’s

5506 Men’s
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Our Ribbed Interlock Crew Neck and Ribbed Interlock Half Zip are 
two cool sweatshirts, featuring great details such as herringbone neck tape, a flat

back rib, and ribs with elastane. They are stretchy and comfortable to wear. 
These sweats are stylish as well as practical and comfortable.

INFO
Quality 80% ringspun cotton / 20% polyester 
 - ribbed interlock 
Size S-3XL
Weight 365 gsm.
Colli 10/1 pcs. 

FEATURES
• Ribs with elastane
• Herringbone neck tape
• Unbrushed inside
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• 5504: Crew neck
• 5506: Half zip
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RIBBED INTERLOCK CREW NECK | STYLE 5504

RIBBED INTERLOCK HALF ZIP | STYLE 5506

THE LUXURY SWEATS
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RIBBED INTERLOCK HOODED FULL ZIP | STYLE 5508

RIBBED INTERLOCK PANTS | STYLE 5510

LUXURY TRACK SUIT
THE RELAXED TRAVELER
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Two open 
front pockets

Silicone 
treatment
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inside
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Two-layered 
hood with strings

RIBBED INTERLOCK HOODED FULL ZIP
NEWS 2024

Our new series of Luxury sweats is made of premium ribbed Interlock 
fabric and is styled with a modern twist, which makes them suitable for both work 

and business travel. The sweats are made of a soft cotton/polyester mix,
 so it is comfortable to wear.
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RIBBED INTERLOCK
Style 5508 Ribbed Interlock Hooded Full Zip

Style 5510 Ribbed Interlock Pants

5510 Men’s5508 Men’s
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Elevate your style with our signature Ribbed Interlock Hooded Full Zip, 
the pinnacle of comfort and fashion. Paired with our trendy Ribbed Interlock Pants, 

this track suit redefines leisure, ideal for travel and pure relaxation. Crafted 
with innovative rib interlock fabric and stylish details, it’s a

 unique addition to your wardrobe.

INFO
Quality 80% ringspun cotton / 20% polyester 
 - ribbed interlock 
Size S-3XL
Weight 365 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
5508: 
• Full zip
• Two-layered hood
• Two open front pockets
• Ribs with elastane
• Herringbone neck tape
• Unbrushed inside
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• SBS zipper

5510:
• Elastic waist with string
• Two front pockets with zippers
• Ribs with elastane
• Unbrushed inside
• Double preshrunk
• Silicone treatment
• SBS zippers
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RIBBED INTERLOCK HOODED FULL ZIP | STYLE 5508

RIBBED INTERLOCK PANTS | STYLE 5510

RIBBED INTERLOCK HOODED FULL ZIP | STYLE 5508

THE LUXURY SWEATS
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URBAN SWEAT | STYLE 5400

URBAN ZIP HOODIE | STYLE 5402
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URBAN SWEAT

URBAN ZIP HOODIE
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Style 5400 Men’s

Style 5402 Men’s

Our vintage-inspired hooded sweat is made 
from 100% pure cotton. It features elastane ribs and 

unbrushed inside. It’s perfect for busy days in the city, 
workout sessions at the gym, or lazy weekends at 

home. Whatever the mood and occasion, this 
hoodie has you covered.

FEATURES
• Loose fashion fit
• Raglan sleeves
• 2x2 rib with elastane
• Unbrushed inside
• SBS zipper
• Enzyme wash

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton 
 Heather: 97% cotton / 3% viscose
Size S-3XL
Weight 320 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

This vintage-inspired crew neck sweat is 
made from the best 100% cotton quality. It is 

unbrushed with elastane in the cuffs and hem. Wear it 
with a dress shirt for work, or combine it with one 

of our high-quality tees - this sweat is 
fit for any occasion.

FEATURES
• Loose fashion fit
• Raglan sleeves
• 2x2 rib with elastane
• Unbrushed inside
• Enzyme wash

INFO
Quality 100% ringspun combed cotton 
 Heather: 97% cotton / 3% viscose
Size S-3XL
Weight 320 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

THE LUXURY SWEATS
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SHIRTS
TEE JAYS’ range of shirts are created for a great variety of occasions – from timeless 
business to casual classics and trendy urban wear. Our signature quality fabrics are an 
integral part of all styles; thus, you get everything you’d expect from a TEE JAYS shirt.
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The dress shirt is a classic, button-up shirt with a collar, 
suitable for business and formal occasions. In short: A shirt you 
wear when you want to impress. Our luxury dress shirts are 
all crafted from premium materials and feature our signature 
details and perfect shape and fit. Just to name a few of the 

factors that make them some of the best shirts around.

THE BUSINESS SHIRTS 
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LUXURY SHIRT

4020 Men’s

4021 Men’s

Style 4020 Luxury Shirt Comfort Fit · Style 4021 Luxury Shirt Slim Fit

INFO
Quality 100% cotton yarn dyed 100/2 twill
Size 4020: S-4XL · 4021: S-XXL
Weight 133 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Moderate cutaway collar
• Fused collar and cuff 
• Back yoke
• Darts on back
• Curved hem
• Easy-care

The luxury Comfort or Slim Fit Dress Shirt with a moderate cutaway 
collar and two button cuffs. Our signature twofold fine 100 double twill fabric makes this 

style easy to match with any outfit - from traditional business to smart casual.
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LUXURY SHIRT COMFORT FIT | STYLE 4020

LUXURY SHIRT SLIM FIT | STYLE 4021
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WOMEN’S STRETCH LUXURY SHIRT | STYLE 4025

STRETCH LUXURY SHIRT | STYLE 4024
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STRETCH LUXURY SHIRT

Men’s

Women’s

Style 4024 Men’s / Style 4025 Women’s

INFO
Quality 96% cotton / 4% Lycra
Size 4024: S-3XL · 4025: XS-3XL
Weight 113 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Shaped fit
• Fused collar and cuffs
• Darts on back
• Curved hem
• Easy-care
• 4024: Back yoke
• 4024: Button under collar
• 4025: Back yoke with two side pleats

Fitted men’s dress shirt with stretch for total comfort. Button under collar with 
completely invisible button placement and two button cuffs. The perfect match to our men’s luxury 

shirts, is the fitted women’s dress shirt with stretch. Shaped body with elegant pearl buttons.

THE BUSINESS SHIRTS
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EFFORTLESS ELEGANCE
SHIRTS WITH PASSION
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Every wardrobe needs a selection of casual shirts, with the 
perfect combination of classic and cool. These stylish shirts are 
the ultimate daywear essentials that works for any occasion, 

all year round.

THE CASUAL SHIRTS
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PERFECT OXFORD SHIRT | STYLE 4000

WOMEN’S PERFECT OXFORD SHIRT | STYLE 4001
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PERFECT OXFORD SHIRT

Men’s

Women’s

Style 4000 Men’s / 4001 Women’s

INFO
Quality 96% cotton / 4% elastane garment washed
Size 4000: S-4XL · 4001: XS-3XL
Weight 166 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Shaped fit 
• Button-down collar
• Fused collar and cuffs 
• Back yoke with box pleat
• Inside hanger loop
• Curved hem
• Stretch fabric

Our version of the iconic Oxford Shirt is garment-washed for a
broken-in look and feel. The shaped fit, and stretchable oxford fabric with box

 pleat on the back and curved hem offers a classic, relaxed look. May be 
dressed up with a tie or worn loose and relaxed.

THE CASUAL SHIRTS
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CASUAL TWILL SHIRT

Men’s

Women’s

Style 4002 Men’s / 4003 Women’s

INFO
Quality 100% cotton twill garment washed
Size 4002: S-4XL · 4003: XS-3XL
Weight 166 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Shaped fit
• Button-down collar
• Fused collar and cuffs
• Back yoke with box pleat
• Inside hanger loop
• Curved hem

This washed indigo twill shirt has a slim and comfortable fit, detailed 
with a button-down collar, and a curved hem. A relaxed choice for the office or

a weekend luncheon. With its button-down collar and the indigo-dye this 
shirt strikes perfect balance of rugged and refined.
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CASUAL TWILL SHIRT | STYLE 4002

WOMEN’S CASUAL TWILL SHIRT | STYLE 4003
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ACTIVE STRETCH SHIRT | STYLE 4030170



ACTIVE 
STRETCH SHIRT
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Style 4030 Men’s

ACTIVE STRETCH SHIRT | STYLE 4030

Our active shirt has a shaped fit with a 
luxury four-way stretch for total comfort. The knitted 
quality ensures an elastic, stretchable, and soft shirt. 
The shirt is moisture-wicking, quick-drying and easy 
to wash and care. The cotton/elastane fabric makes 

this shirt stretchable and moves with your pace, 
which ensures a highly comfortable shirt that 

can be worn at all times.

FEATURES
• Four-way stretch
• Wide spread collar
• Shaped fit
• Modern-shaped cuffs
• Back yoke
• Easy-care

INFO
Quality 91% cotton / 9% elastane 
 - knitted single jersey
Size S--3XL
Weight 175 gsm.
Colli 10/1 pcs.

THE CASUAL SHIRTS
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ACTIVE STRETCH SHIRT
NEWS 2024

Introducing our revolutionary single jersey knitted Active Stretch Shirt - the epitome of 
style and performance, for those with an active lifestyle. This unique fusion of a dress shirt and 

performance wear, offers unparalleled comfort and flexibility. Crafted with premium four-way stretchable, 
and easy-to-iron knitted fabric, our Active Stretch Shirt ensures you to stay comfortable throughout

the day, whether you’re in a business meeting or enjoying leisure time.
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ACTIVE STRETCH SHIRT | STYLE 4030

COMFORTABLE & 
FREE MOVEMENT

PASSION FOR SHIRTS
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KNITWEAR
Our high-quality knitwear is crafted in a premium Italian merino wool/polyacrylic 

blend, featuring a ribbing and a classic construction for a clean and timeless look. 



If you ever visit our home country Denmark in autumn or winter, 
be sure to pack your knits. Made from Italian merino wool, our 
knitted styles are guaranteed to keep you both warm and 

stylish when it gets cold outside.

THE CLASSIC KNITWEAR
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CREW NECK
Style 6000 Men’s / 6006 Women’s

Men’s

Women’s
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A classic knitted crew neck sweater crafted in a premium 
Italian merino/polyacrylic blend. The ribbed details and neckline make

it the perfect combination for a dress shirt or a cool tee.

INFO
Quality 50% merino wool / 50% polyacrylic - 14 gauge
Size 6000: S-3XL · 6006: S-XXL
Colli 20/1 pcs. 

FEATURES
• Fully fashion
• Tailored fit
• Quality Italian merino/polyacrylic yarn
• Knitted rib at hem and cuffs
• 30 degree washing at wool program
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WOMEN’S CREW NECK | STYLE 6006

MEN’S CREW NECK | STYLE 6000

THE CLASSIC KNITWEAR
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MEN’S V-NECK
Style 6001 Men’s
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MEN’S V-NECK | STYLE 6001

A classic knitted V-neck sweater crafted in a 
premium Italian merino/polyacrylic blend. The ribbed 
details and neckline make it the perfect combination 

for a dress shirt or a cool tee.

FEATURES
• Fully fashion
• Tailored fit
• Quality Italian merino/polyacrylic yarn
• Knitted rib at hem and cuffs
• 30 degree washing at wool program

INFO
Quality 50% merino wool / 50% polyacrylic - 14 gauge
Size S--3XL
Colli 20/1 pcs.
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Style 6010 Men’s

MEN’S HALF ZIP
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MEN’S HALF ZIP  | STYLE 6010

This half zip is crafted in a premium 
Italian merino/polyacrylic blend. The simple and 
elegant design makes it perfect in combination 

for a dress shirt or a cool tee.

FEATURES
• Fully fashion
• Tailored fit
• Quality Italian merino/polyacrylic yarn
• Knitted rib at hem and cuffs
• Half zip
• SBS zipper
• 30 degree washing at wool program

INFO
Quality 50% merino wool / 50% polyacrylic - 14 gauge
Size S--3XL
Colli 20/1 pcs.

THE CLASSIC KNITWEAR
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THE 
BUSINESS MOOD

Step into sophistication with our exclusive Business collection, where style meets 
professionalism in every thread. Our Business collection seamlessly blends timeless 
elegance with contemporary trends, ensuring you make a lasting impression in any 
professional setting. Dress for success with confidence and style, as every garment is 
meticulously crafted to enhance your urban lifestyle. Embrace the essence of refined 

fashion - where sophistication meets the boardroom.
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THE PERFECT 
WARDROBE

BY TEE JAYS

PAGE 180

 STYLE 6001

PAGE 158

 STYLE 4021

PAGE 167

 STYLE 4001

PAGE 178

CREW NECK |  STYLE 6000

PAGE 82

LUXURY STRETCH POLO |  STYLE 1405

PAGE 233

ALL WEATHER PARKA  |  STYLE 9608

PAGE 233

 STYLE 9608
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OUTERWEAR
Our high-end collection of jackets, and fleece is designed to match the trends, we 
see from retail. All materials are of the best quality and each jacket is designed for 

adding your logo.
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A quality fleece jacket is a wardrobe must-have if you enjoy 
being outdoors. It’s durable, warm, and timeless, and can be 
worn as a mid-layer or simply as a jacket. While a typical fleece 
leans towards casual wear, choosing a knitted fleece in a neutral 
colour will make it feel a bit more dressed up. Explore our 

collection and find your favorite.

THE FLEECE JACKETS & 
SOFTSHELLS
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MOUNTAIN HOODED FLEECE | STYLE 9124 MOUNTAIN FLEECE BODYWARMER | STYLE 9122

MOUNTAIN FLEECE | STYLE 9120
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FEATURES 
• Elastic banding at sleeve hem
• Reinforced panels
• Anti peeling fleece
• SBS zippers
• 9120/9122: Chest pocket
• 9120/9122: Two front pockets with zippers
• 9124: Inner pocket
• 9124: Fixed Hood
• 9124: Adjustable hem with drawstring/stopper

Embark on a journey of warmth and style with our Mountain Fleece series. Designed to conquer 
the chill of autumn, winter, and spring, these fleece garments redefine comfort in the great outdoors. Engineered 

with a blend of heavy, soft polyester fleece and reinforced ripstop polyester on shoulders and elbows, this 
jacket epitomizes cool functionality. Boasting quality SBS zippers, and two spacious front pockets, 

it merges style with utility. The elastic banding on the sleeves ensures a snug fit, allowing 
you to brave the cold in comfort and with confidence.

INFO
Quality 100% polyester 
 Ripstop: 92% polyester / 8% elastane
Size XS-3XL
Weight 344 gsm.
Colli 10/1 pcs.

MOUNTAIN FLEECE  
Style 9120 Mountain Fleece

Style 9122 Mountain Fleece Bodywarmer · Style 9124 Mountain Hooded Fleece

THE FLEECE JACKETS & SOFTSHELLS
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MOUNTAIN FLEECE | STYLE 9120
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MOUNTAIN FLEECE | STYLE 9120

THE FLEECE JACKETS & SOFTSHELLS
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MOUNTAIN HOODED FLEECE | STYLE 9124192



Reinforced 
ripstop polyester

Heavy and soft 
polyester fleece

Inner 
pocket

Adjustable hem with 
drawstring/stopper

Hood with 
chin protector

NEWS FALL 2023

MOUNTAIN HOODED FLEECE
When temperatures drop, the Mountain Hooded Fleece is the perfect 

match to keep you warm and cozy. With its soft and thick fleece material and 
convenient hood, this jacket is designed to shield from the cold and wind, 

while also providing a stylish and comfortable look.  
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ACTIVE FLEECE | STYLE 9160 WOMEN’S ACTIVE FLEECE | STYLE 9170

FEATURES 
• Anti peeling microfleece
• Laser cut storm flap
• Two side pockets
• Shaped fit
• SBS zippers

ACTIVE FLEECE

Shaped lightweight performance 
microfleece with laser cut storm flap and 

two large front pockets.

INFO
Quality 100% polyester
Size  S-3XL
Weight 170 gsm.
Colli  10/1 pcs.

Style 9160 Men's / 9170 Women's
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OUTDOOR FLEECE | STYLE 9615

Men’s

Women’s
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WOMEN’S OUTDOOR FLEECE | STYLE 9616

FEATURES 
• Tailored fashion fit
• Two large front pockets
• Brushed inside
• SBS zippers

OUTDOOR FLEECE

A classic outdoor fleece with two large front 
pockets. We have used a melange knit fabric and 
finished it with a stylish single jersey tricot on the 

collar, and cuffs, which give the Outdoor 
Fleece a cool and authentic look.

INFO
Quality 100% polyester
Size  S-3XL
Weight 280 gsm.
Colli  10/1 pcs.

Style 9615 Men's / 9616 Women's

THE FLEECE JACKETS & SOFTSHELLS
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GREAT OUTDOORS
PASSION FOR OUTERWEAR

OUTDOOR FLEECE | STYLE 9615

WOMEN’S HOODED OUTDOOR CROSSOVER | STYLE 9611
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WOMEN’S STRETCH FLEECE | STYLE 9101

STRETCH FLEECE | STYLE 9100 STRETCH FLEECE BODYWARMER | STYLE 9104
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9100 Men’s

9101 Women’s 9104 Men's
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FEATURES 
• Tailored fit 
• Two front pockets with zippers
• Chest pocket
• Stand up collar
• SBS zippers
• Clip down zipper puller

This tailored mid-layer in stretchable fleece is designed to keep you warm and comfortable 
for a range of outdoor activities. Crafted in super soft, premium stretchable fleece fabric with elastane, 

brushed on the inside. It features two large front pockets, chest pocket, chin protection, elastic 
cuffs, and hem. Perfect both as a mid-layer or a functional jacket.

INFO
Quality 90% polyester / 10% elastane
Size 9100/9101: S-3XL
 9104: XS-3XL
Weight 235 gsm.
Colli 10/1 pcs.

STRETCH FLEECE
Style 9100 Stretch Fleece / 9101 Women's Stretch Fleece

Style 9104 Stretch Fleece Bodywarmer

THE FLEECE JACKETS & SOFTSHELLS
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Waterproof: 8.000 mm
Breathable: 6.000 gr
Windproof
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LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE SOFTSHELL | STYLE 9510

FEATURES 
• Shaped fit
• Bonded waterproof sleeve pocket 
• Two large front pockets
• Adjustable hem 
• SBS zippers

LIGHTWEIGHT 
PERFORMANCE SOFTSHELL

INFO
Quality 95% polyester / 5% spandex
Size  S-3XL (*4-5XL)
Weight 280 gsm. 
Colli  10/1 pcs.

Style 9510 Men’s

A premium-quality, lightweight softshell 
jacket with a slightly shaped fit. It has two large front 
pockets, an adjustable hem, a laminated waterproof 

sleeve pocket, and elastic cuffs.
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Waterproof: 8.000 mm
Breathable: 6.000 gr
Windproof
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HOODED LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE SOFTSHELL | STYLE 9514

FEATURES 
• Shaped fit
• Designed chest pocket
• Two large front pockets
• Adjustable hood and hem
• SBS zippers

HOODED LIGHTWEIGHT 
PERFORMANCE SOFTSHELL

INFO
Quality 95% polyester / 5% spandex
Size  S-3XL
Weight 280 gsm.
Colli  10/1 pcs.

Style 9514 Men’s

This hooded two-tone softshell jacket has a 
fashionable, slightly shaped fit. It features two large 

front pockets, an adjustable hem, a stylish 
chest pocket, and elastic cuffs.

THE FLEECE JACKETS & SOFTSHELLS
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Our padded jackets combine different materials for a vibrant 
and modern feel. It is the ideal choice if you’re looking for a 
comfortable and practical jacket but prefer a more fashionable 
look than you get with traditional outdoor styles. All our 
premium quality, padded jackets have a modern-shaped fit 

and extra sleeve length.

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER 
& ZEPELIN JACKETS
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9110 Men's

9114 Men's

9113 Women's
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FEATURES 
• Tailored fit
• Two hidden front pockets with zippers
• Inner pockets
• Elastic banding at bottom hem
• Elastic side panels
• SBS zippers
• Prepared for embroidery
• 9110/9114: Stand up collar 
• 9113: Fixed Hood
• 9110/9113: Elastic sleeves

This Hybrid-Stretch serie comes in a men's jacket, a women's with hood and a unisex bodywarmer,
 made of 300T polyester fabric in a combination with stretch fleece. It is insulated with premium DuPont™ 

padding at the body. Cuffs and elastic banding at bottom hem for a modern look. It features quality 
SBS zippers, inner pocket and two large hidden front pockets.

INFO
Quality 100% polyester 300T 
 90% polyester / 10% elastane 
 100% polyester 380T lining 
 DuPont™ padding
Size 9110/9113: S-3XL · 9114: XS-3XL
Weight 235 gsm.
Colli 10/1 pcs.

HYBRID-STRETCH
Style 9110 Men's Hybrid-Stretch Jacket / 9113 Women's Hybrid-Stretch Hooded Jacket

Style 9114 Hybrid-Stretch Bodywarmer
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HYBRID-STRETCH JACKET | STYLE 9110 

WOMEN’S HYBRID-STRETCH HOODED JACKET | STYLE 9113 HYBRID-STRETCH BODYWARMER | STYLE 9114

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER & ZEPELIN JACKETS
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PERFECT WARMTH
AUTUMN, WINTER, SPRING

PASSION FOR OUTERWEAR
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HYBRID-STRETCH JACKET | STYLE 9110

WOMEN’S STRETCH FLEECE | STYLE 9101

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER & ZEPELIN JACKETS
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HOODED OUTDOOR CROSSOVER 

FEATURES 
• Shaped fit
• Two large front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Elastic cuffs
• Reversed SBS zippers
• Adjustable hood and hem
• Prepared for embroidery

This casual midyear jacket is a combination of our knitted fleece 
and our 400T sporty ripstop polyester jacket. It has an authentic, casual, 

and sporty look and is perfect as your daily leisurewear jacket.

INFO
Quality 100% ripstop polyester 400T 
 100% knitted polyester 
 100% polyester lining and padding 
Size  S-3XL
Colli  10/1 pcs.

Style 9610 Men's  / 9611 Women's
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HOODED OUTDOOR CROSSOVER | STYLE 9610 WOMEN’S HOODED OUTDOOR CROSSOVER | STYLE 9611

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER & ZEPELIN JACKETS
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Water repellent
Breathable

 Men's

Women's
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WOMEN’S HOODED OUTDOOR CROSSOVER | STYLE 9611 WOMEN’S CROSSOVER BODYWARMER | STYLE 9625CROSSOVER BODYWARMER | STYLE 9624

CROSSOVER 
BODYWARMER

9624 Men’s / 9625 Women’s

For this trendsetting bodywarmer, we have 
used a combination of our lightweight 300T polyester 

with padding and softshell, which adds a 
sporty, urban vibe.

FEATURES 
• Shaped fit
• Two large front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Armholes elastic trim
• Reversed SBS zippers
• Prepared for embroidery

INFO
Quality 100% polyester 300T 
 95% polyester / 5% elastane softshell
 100% polyester lining and padding 
Size  S-3XL
Colli  10/1 pcs.
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Water repellent
Breathable

CROSSOVER JACKET | STYLE 9626

CROSSOVER 
JACKET
Style 9626 Men’s

A two-tone jacket with a shaped fitting, made
 from a combination of a light polyester 300T with 
padding and softshell for a casual, urban vibe. It 

features an adjustable hem, elastic cuffs, two side 
pockets, and an inner pocket.

FEATURES 
• Two large front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Elastic cuffs
• Reversed SBS zippers
• Prepared for embroidery

INFO
Quality 100% polyester 300T 
 95% polyester / 5% elastane softshell
 100% polyester lining and padding 
Size  S-4XL 
Colli  10/1 pcs.

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER & ZEPELIN JACKETS
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HOODED CROSSOVER JACKET | STYLE 9628212



Water repellent
Breathable

Men's

Women's
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HOODED CROSSOVER JACKET
9628 Men's / 9629 Women's 

WOMEN’S HOODED CROSSOVER JACKET | STYLE 9629

FEATURES 
• Two large front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Outside chest pocket
• Elastic cuffs
• SBS zippers
• Adjustable hood
• Prepared for embroidery

Our cool Hooded Crossover Jacket features stunning detailing such as a chest pocket 
with a zipper and an adjustable hood, making it both practical and fashionable. For a sporty look, we 

have used a combination of a light polyester 300T with padding and softshell. The jacket has 
an adjustable hem, elastic cuffs, two side pockets, and an inner pocket.

INFO
Quality 100% polyester 300T 
 95% polyester / 5% elastane softshell
 100% polyester lining and padding 
Size  S-3XL 
Colli  10/1 pcs.

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER & ZEPELIN JACKETS
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WOMEN’S ZEPELIN JACKET | STYLE 9631

ZEPELIN JACKET | STYLE 9630
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Water repellent

Women's

Men's
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ZEPELIN JACKET
Style 9630 Men's / 9631 Women's

Our bestselling lightweight, shaped padded jacket has a unique 
design and is made from high-quality materials. It features an adjustable hem, 

elastic cuffs, two side pockets, and an inner pocket.

INFO
Quality 100% polyester 300T 
 100% polyester lining and padding 
Size S-3XL (*4-5XL)
Colli  10/1 pcs.

FEATURES 
• Two large front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Elastic cuffs
• SBS zippers
• Shaped fit
• Prepared for embroidery

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER & ZEPELIN JACKETS
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Water repellent

Women's

Men's
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INFO
Quality 100% polyester 300T 
 100% polyester lining and padding 
Size S-3XL (*4-5XL) 
Colli  10/1 pcs.

FEATURES 
• Two large front pockets
• Inner pocket
• SBS zippers
• Shaped fit
• Prepared for embroidery

ZEPELIN BODYWARMER | STYLE 9632

ZEPELIN BODYWARMER
 Style 9632 Men’s / 9633 Women’s

This lightweight padded bodywarmer is styled and 
shaped for an optimal fit and a clean, cool look. It has 

two side pockets and an inner pocket.
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WOMEN’S ZEPELIN BODYWARMER | STYLE 9633

THE HYBRID, CROSSOVER & ZEPELIN JACKETS
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ZEPELIN BODYWARMER | STYLE 9632
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Discover unparalleled style and comfort with our collection of 
city jackets. From sleek urban designs to refined classics, our 
jackets are crafted for every occasion. Elevate your wardrobe 
with premium quality and timeless sophistication. Explore the 
perfect blend of fashion and function with sophisticated and 

classic look — ideal for countryside strolls or city breaks.

THE CITY JACKETS
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Water repellent
Breathable: 3.000 gr

Blac
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URBAN CITY JACKET | STYLE 9670

URBAN CITY JACKET
Style 9670 Men’s

FEATURES 
• Two boxy chest pockets with flap and snap buttons
• Two front pockets with flap and snap buttons
• Inside detachable collar
• Inside pocket
• Shaped sleeves with adjustable cuff width 
• Quality zippers
• Prepared for embroidery

A classic jacket in polished soft twill with high-
quality DuPont™ padding. This jacket has integrated 

functional features such as inside detachable collar for 
wind catching ability, adjustable sleeve cuffs, and 

inside regulation at the waist.

INFO
Quality 100% polyester twill 
 100% polyester 310T lining 
 DuPont™ padding
Size  S-3XL
Colli  10/1 pcs.
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Breathable
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  Men’s

Women’s

RICHMOND JACKET | STYLE 9660 WOMEN’S RICHMOND JACKET | STYLE 9661

RICHMOND JACKET
Style 9660 Men's / 9661 Women's

FEATURES 
• Tailored classic fit
• Inside pocket
• Two large front pockets
• Brass quality metal zippers and buttons
• SBS zippers
• Prepared for embroidery

The Richmond Jacket is characterized by a 
supreme, long-lasting quality, a shaped fit, and a 

slightly aristocratic vibe. The diamond quilted pattern 
with lightweight padding, stylish elbow patches, and 
the detailed collar gives this jacket a sophisticated, 

and classic look. It's perfect for a day in the 
countryside or a break in the city.

INFO
Quality 100% nylon 310T 
 100% polyester lining and padding
Size  9660: S-4XL · 9661: S-3XL
Colli  10/1 pcs.

THE CITY JACKETS
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A CLASSIC NEVER 
GOES OUT OF STYLE
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RICHMOND JACKET | STYLE 9660

THE CITY JACKETS
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CLUB JACKET | STYLE 9602226
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Waterproof: 6.000 mm
Breathable: 6.000 gr
Windproof
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CLUB JACKET
Style 9602 Men’s

This functional lightweight Club Jacket is made of high-quality, 
and stretchable recycled fabric. The clean and sporty design, is perfect for any uniform, 
hotel, golf, or tennis clubs. It features a quality SBS zipper, two large front pockets, inner 

pocket, and designed with a practical rib solution at the bottom 
hem and sleeve hem.

INFO
Quality 90% recycled polyester / 10% elastane
 100% nylon 380T lining
Size XS-3XL (*4-5XL)
Weight 210 gsm. 
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Recycled main fabric
• Breathable
• Two front pockets
• Practical inner pocket
• Ribbed cuffs and hem
• SBS zippers

THE CITY JACKETS
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Our All Weather Jackets are crafted from high-quality materials 
and feature a relaxed, tailored fit. The soft two-layer stretchable 
fabric with Spandex has a 8.000 mm. membrane, and taped 
seams. The jackets are insulated with DuPont™ padding to 
keep you warm in all kinds of weather. These elegant outdoor 

styles make the perfect match for your business attire.

THE ALL WEATHER JACKETS
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Taped seams for 
water- and wind protection

Four-way 
stretch fabric

Premium DuPont™ 
120G padding

Hidden elastic 
storm cuff

Removable hood 
with adjustable string

ALL WEATHER WINTER JACKET
NEWS FALL 2023

Looking for a contemporary jacket that offers both style and practicality? 
Look no further than this high-quality, stretchable All Weather Winter Jacket with water-repellent 
properties. Featuring premium DuPont™ padding, a sleek high collar, and spacious front pockets,

this jacket is the perfect choice for anyone seeking a modern and sporty business 
look or a versatile addition to their wardrobe.
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Waterproof: 8.000 mm
Breathable: 3.000 gr
Windproof
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ALL WEATHER JACKET | STYLE 9606

ALL WEATHER JACKET
Style 9606 Men’s

FEATURES 
• High collar
• Inner pocket & chest pocket
• Spacious front pockets with warm lining
• Waterproof with taped seams
• Elastic detail at hem & cuff
• Prepared for embroidery

This modern jacket is crafted in high-quality 
stretchable, waterproof material with premium 

Dupont™ padding. It has a high stylish collar and 
spacious front pockets with warm lining. If you want 
a modern and sporty business jacket in a practical 

length, this is the one to complete 
your perfect outfit.

INFO 
Quality 88% polyester / 12% spandex - Two-layer fabric 
 100% polyester 310T lining 
 DuPont™ padding
Size  XS-3XL (*4-5XL)
Colli  10/1 pcs.
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Waterproof: 8.000 mm
Breathable: 3.000 gr
Windproof
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  Men’s

Women’s

ALL WEATHER PARKA | STYLE 9608 WOMEN’S ALL WEATHER PARKA | STYLE 9609

ALL WEATHER PARKA
Style 9608 Men’s / 9609 Women’s

FEATURES 
• Inner pocket
• Large front pockets with warm lining 
• Waterproof with taped seams
• Two-way SBS zipper & magnetic button closure 
• Prepared for embroidery
• 9608: High collar
• 9609: Fixed Hood

Long classic and modern, city jacket with a smooth 
and flawless surface for the modern businessman or 

woman. This jacket is crafted in material that is stretchable, 
and waterproof, insulated with premium DuPont™ padding. 

It has a high collar, large front pockets with warm lining, 
as well as a hidden closure with magnetic buttons and a 

practical two-way front zipper. The obvious first 
choice for your urban business ventures.

INFO
Quality 88% polyester / 12% spandex - Two-layer fabric
 100% polyester 310T lining 
  DuPont™ padding
Size  S-3XL
Colli  10/1 pcs.

THE ALL WEATHER JACKETS
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ALL WEATHER WINTER JACKET | STYLE 9680

WOMEN’S ALL WEATHER WINTER JACKET | STYLE 9681234
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Windproof
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  Men’s

Women’s

ALL WEATHER WINTER JACKET
Style 9680 Men’s / 9681 Women’s 

Keep yourself stylish and protected from any kind of weather, with our
 All Weather Winter Jacket. This jacket features a removable hood and chin protection, providing you

 with added versatility and comfort. The jacket also features a velcro strap at the wrist for a customized fit, 
two hidden front pockets for storing your essentials, and a chest pocket, all with SBS zippers. The perfect 

blend of practicality and modern style, this jacket is a must-have for anyone looking for 
a functional and fashion-forward winter outerwear option.

FEATURES
• Four-way stretch fabric
• Removable hood with adjustable string
• Taped seams
• Adjustable hem with drawstring/stopper
• Two hidden front pockets with warm lining
• Chest pocket and inner pocket
• Sleeves with hidden elastic storm cuff
• Prepared for embroidery

INFO
Quality 88% polyester / 12% spandex - Two-layer fabric 
 100% polyester 310T lining 
 DuPont™ padding
Size 9680: S-3XL  9681: S-XXL
Colli  10/1 pcs.

THE ALL WEATHER JACKETS
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Waterproof: 8.000 mm
Breathable: 3.000 gr
Windproof
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  Men’s

Women’s

URBAN ADVENTURE JACKET
Style 9604 Men's / 9605 Women's

Premium outdoor jacket crafted in a two-layered performance material with a detachable hood. 
The jacket has water-repellent skills and insulated with high-quality DuPont™ padding. Black dull trim contrast 
gives the jacket an urban edge. Functional features perfect for outdoor activity. The jacket has double pocket 

opening with a discreet zip puller and a flap with black metal snap buttons. This jacket will 
provide you with excellent warmth, amazing durability, and an urban outdoor look.

INFO
Quality 88% polyester / 12% spandex - Two-layer fabric 
 100% polyester 310T lining
 DuPont™ padding
Size S-3XL
Colli 10/1 pcs.

FEATURES
• Chin protection
• Detachable hood with draw string regulation 
• Two front pockets with double opening 
• Elastic hem and cuff
• Inner pocket with snap button
• SBS zippers
• Prepared for embroidery
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URBAN ADVENTURE JACKET | STYLE 9604

WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE JACKET | STYLE 9605

THE ALL WEATHER JACKETS
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WOMEN’S ALL WEATHER WINTER JACKET | STYLE 9681  
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All Weather Winter Jacket | Style 9680 / 9681

Lite Hooded Jacket  | Style 9646 / 9647

Urban Adventure Jacket  | Style 9604 / 9605

Hybrid-Stretch Jacket | Style 9110 / 9113

All Weather Parka | Style 9608 / 9609

Lite Bodywarmer  | Style 9648

All Weather Jacket | Style 9606

Lite Jacket | Style 9644

Urban City Jacket | Style 9670

Hybrid-Stretch Bodywarmer | Style 9114

PERFORMANCE INSULATION
To secure our premium standards we use high-performance DuPont™ padding in most of our jackets for a 
unique feel. The DuPont™ is a patented technology; a performance insulation that provides you with excellent 

warmth, effortless softness, and endless flexibility. 

LIGHTWEIGHT AND SMOOTHER FEEL | WARM AND BREATHABLE | DURABILITY AND INSULATION | COMFORT STRETCH 
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DuPont™ padding

Excellent warmth
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Plastic is difficult to get rid of. It is mostly nonbiodegradable, 
and too much of it ends up in our oceans. By using materials 
made from recyclables we can contribute to the elimination of 
plastic waste while reducing energy use and the oil demand. 

This is why we have created The Lite Series: our first ever 
collection using recycled fabrics, meaning fabrics made 
from recycled polyester. These styles are marked with our 

“recycled” logo.

THE LITE SERIES
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 9644 Men's

 9648 Men's
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LITE SERIES
Style 9644 Lite Jacket 

Style 9648 Lite Bodywarmer

FEATURES 

• Recycled main fabric
• Two practical front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Adjustable hem with drawstring/stopper
• SBS zippers
• Prepared for embroidery

This lightweight padded jacket and bodywarmer are made of recycled polyester, 
and insulated with premium DuPont™ padding. The matte textured 1x1 ripstop fabric, and 

clean Scandinavian design gives the jacket and bodywarmer a modern silhouette. 
It features a quality SBS zipper, inner pocket, and two large front pockets.

INFO
Quality 100% recycled polyester 360T 
 100% recycled nylon 380T lining 
 DuPont™ padding 
Size  XS-3XL (*4-5XL)
Colli  10/1 pcs.
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LITE JACKET | STYLE 9644

LITE BODYWARMER | STYLE 9648

THE LITE SERIES
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Two practical 
front pockets

Water
repellent

25% extra 
DuPont™ padding

Fixed 
hood

Recycled 
main fabric

Adjustable hem 
with drawstring/stopper

LITE HOODED JACKET | STYLE 9646246
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Water repellent

LITE HOODED JACKET
Style 9646 Men’s / 9647 Women’s

WOMEN’S LITE HOODED JACKET | STYLE 9647

FEATURES 

• Recycled main fabric
• Fixed Hood
• Two practical front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Adjustable hem with drawstring/stopper
• SBS zippers
• Prepared for embroidery

This lightweight padded jacket with hood is made of recycled polyester and insulated with 
25% extra premium DuPont ™ padding than style 9644. The matte textured 1x1 ripstop fabric and 
clean Scandinavian design, give this jacket a modern silhouette. It features a quality SBS zipper, 

inner pocket, two large front pockets, and is designed with invisible elastic cuffs.

INFO
Quality 100% recycled polyester 360T 
 100% recycled nylon 380T lining 
 DuPont™ padding 
Size  9646: XS-3XL · 9647: S-3XL 
Colli  10/1 pcs.

THE LITE SERIES
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WOMEN’S LITE HOODED JACKET | STYLE 9647
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In 1976 Terry and Jim founded TEE JAYS Mfg. Co working out of Terry’s garage with 
nothing but a bunch of sewing machines. After a few years, Jim decided to leave the 
company, and Terry continued carrying out his dream.

Living in the beautiful countryside of Florence Alabama, Terry and his family knew 
textile manufacturing and worked in the industry for their entire careers. Terry’s 
grandmother worked her whole life for a single garment-manufacturing mill running 
a flat lock machine every day until her retirement. His father Paul started in the mills 
right out of high school.

The garage with the 25 sewing machines quickly became a full vertical production 
plant with knitting, dyeing, cutting, sewing, and screen-printing. The Wylie family was 
determined to bring the complete T-shirt with decoration into the premium market. 
Terry saw the potential in making printed and custom-made garments instead of 
selling blank printables as a key strategy, which turned out to be a very clever and 
lucrative move. In the period from 1976 to 2002, Terry and his family build a very well 
respected company in Florence Alabama. At their peak, TEE JAYS employed 4000 
people in Florence, had 19 production plants and shipping departments and was the 
third largest employer in the Shoals area and the fifth largest T-shirt manufacturer in 
the USA.

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC
On a sunny day in 1979, my father George visited a tradeshow in Anaheim, California. 
At that time, he and my mother Lone owned the wholesale business LG Sportswear 
in Denmark. As my dad walked past the TEE JAYS stand, a man remarked, “I love the 
smell of your pipe”. The man was Terry, and his comment became the beginning of 
a lifelong friendship. My dad later visited Terry in Florence, Alabama to discuss the 
possibilities for representing TEE JAYS in Europe. Four weeks later the first shipment 
of Sof Tee heavyweight T-shirts was sent from Alabama to LG Sportswear. At that 
time, my mom and dad ran LG Sportswear from the basement in our home, and my 
older brother Anders and I earned our first pocket money packing the orders.

My dad did a great job for TEE JAYS. He made a success of selling the original US  
SOF TEE T-shirt in high-end retail stores in Denmark and wanted to do the same in 
other European countries. In 1980 he was hired as the European Sales Director for 
TEE JAYS – a job that he was dedicated to for more than 20 years. The business grew 
stronger, and so did the friendship between Terry and my father. In 1986 my dad had 
a Danish artist draw a new logo for TEE JAYS, and he gave it as a gift to Terry. Terry 
loved it so much that he changed the logo on all T-shirts, boxes, trucks, etc.

STORY OF
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THE SECOND GENERATION
As a kid, I was fascinated by my dad’s work and the life he led. I always knew that 
I wanted to be exactly like him. One day my dad asked if I wanted to go to the 
US and work for TEE JAYS Mfg. Co. to learn the production side of the business. I 
didn’t hesitate for a second, and in August 1990 I went to Alabama. I spent 18 months 
working in all departments and learning about knitting, dyeing, cutting, sewing, and 
screen-printing. When I returned to Denmark I started working for LG Sportswear, 
primarily focusing on sales and purchasing. The timing was perfect. Terry and George 
agreed that we could outsource our own Basic 150 GSM T-shirt to Bangladesh with a 
TEE JAYS neck label. The first offshore TEE JAYS tee was produced in 1995.

A NEW CHAPTER
A lot has happened since Terry opened a small production facility in his garage 
in Florence, Alabama. To say the least. For 25 years my family had strong ties to  
TEE JAYS, Terry and his family; as customers with LG Sportswear ApS, my father as an 
employee, and most importantly as very close friends. Terry’s retirement came at a 
perfect time, and we were ready to carry on his life’s work.

I clearly remember when my dad George said to me in the early spring of 2003: 
“What’s the plan now? It’s your time son”. I was 31 years old, and the answer was 
clear. I saw a big gap in the European promotional market, and I wanted to fill it by 
creating a full-line brand of quality products. After watching and looking up to Terry 
and my dad for so many years, I couldn’t wait to carry on the torch and give the  
TEE JAYS Brand a new life in Europe, focusing on lifestyle products and high quality.

The market responded positively to the TEE JAYS quality level and new image. With 
the support of our Scandinavian customers and European distributors, TEE JAYS 
became known as the premium leisurewear brand in Europe. In 2015 we got the 
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Peter Høfler – CEO/owner

rights for TEE JAYS in the US and purchased the teejays.com domain. We have spent 
the past decades defining and strengthening the TEE JAYS brand and our position 
in the European market. We are currently in the process of making new office and 
warehouse additions in order to be able to service the huge demand on the European 
market. And to secure space for our ambitious five-year growth plan. Our primary 
goal is to stay focused and do what we do best – that is to provide excellent service 
and to produce high-quality essentials that last.
  
It might be a long way from Denmark to Alabama. But we’ve taken the most important 
things with us, which are the brand’s vision and the values that TEE JAYS was founded 
on. It is the love of excellent, durable materials. The no-compromise approach to 
construction and fit. And the simple yet very well-thought-out design that makes the 
clothes look and feel amazing. 

This applies to all our designs, from T-shirts and polos to sweats and jackets. Our 
designs are simple, and even though we do take inspiration from trends, our top 
priority will always be to create timeless classics that last for years and years. Not 
only because it’s the most comfortable for the people wearing it, but also because 
durable clothing is better for our planet and for the industry. This aligns with our 
continued focus on sustainability. Many of our styles are available in certified organic 
cotton. And some even in materials made from recycled plastic waste.

I’m very proud of where we are today. That we’ve been able to carry on Terry’s life’s 
work. And stay true to the founding values of TEE JAYS, while still moving forward and 
adapting to the world that we’re living in today.

 I can’t wait to see what the future holds.

THE STORY OF
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YOUR PERSONALIZED 
COLLECTION

Elevate your brand promotion with a variety of styles and techniques tailored to 
your preferences and the type of clothing you choose. Explore a diverse range of 
techniques perfectly suited for our collection right here. 

CLASSIC EMBROIDERY
Embellishing your apparel with embroidery is consistently an impactful method to 
infuse your unique style and add a personal touch. Choose contrast colour or tone-
to-tone approach; each imparts distinct expressions while maintaining a lasting and 
professional impression.
 
3D EMBROIDERY
Elevate your branding with 3D embroidery, featuring a subtle puff beneath the stitching 
that creates a smart three-dimensional effect. This exclusive touch rises approximately 
3 mm from the fabric, ensuring a distinctive appearance.
 
RUNNING STITCHES
Running Stitches creates a beautiful look that makes your brand stand out with a clean 
and simple look. Ideal for illustrations, this technique excels in visual impact rather than 
textual representation.
 
DIRECT PRINT
Direct print, a versatile method suitable for various fabrics, ensures crisp detailing. 
 
TRANSFER PRINT
For a common, all-encompassing transfer type suitable for most textiles, turn to transfer 
print. Choose transfer print for a versatile and enduring embellishment solution.
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1
1

2

3

MEASURE YOURSELF
All measurements are taken directly on the body.

1. HEIGHT
Measure from top of the head 

to bottom of your feet.

2. CHEST
Measure around the widest 

place of your chest.

3. HIP
Measure around the widest

 place of your hips.

This chart is for reference only. Fit may vary depending on the construction, materials and type of style.

TIP: If your body measurements for chest, waist and height result in different suggested sizes, decide from the size of your chest measurement. If your 
body measurements is between two sizes, choose the lower size for at tighter fit and the higher size for a more loose fit.

If more fitting advice is needed, feel free to contact your Tee Jays dealer, and their dedicated staff will help you.

MEN XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Height 173 178 183 188 193 194 195 196

Chest 94 100 106 112 118 124 130 136

Hip 95 101 107 113 119 125 131 137

WOMEN XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Height 159 165 171 175 179 183 183 183 183

Chest 80 86 92 98 104 110 116 122 128

Hip 88 94 100 106 112 118 124 130 136
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BEHIND 
THE SCENES

At TEE JAYS our passion is to make great garments. But we also love to challenge 
ourselves to make the best catalogue ever - each year. This time, our lens focused 
on the enchanting capital city of Denmark. While our previous adventures led us to 
cities like Amsterdam, Paris, and Stockholm, this time we stayed close to home. We’ve 
learned to appreciate the beauty right in front of us, falling in love with our capital city 
all over again. The laid-back, Scandi-cool vibe of Copenhagen perfectly mirrors the 
TEE JAYS spirit and our premium-quality essentials.

A CATALOGUE DOESN’T JUST HAPPEN...
Weeks of meticulous preparations, several intense and vibrant days of photoshoots, 
approximately 30,000 clicks on the camera’s trigger, and, thankfully, abundant laughter 
and wonderful moments - this is what lies behind our 2024 catalogue. It’s a collective 
effort of truly amazing individuals who approach the task with dedication and passion 
year after year. To us, this isn’t just work; it’s a lot of fun...
 
A thousand thanks to our beautiful and hardworking models: Pedro, Daan, Morgan and 
Patrick - great job, guys!

LAST BUT NOT LEAST!!
Thanks for consistently choosing our quality products. 

Your support is truly appreciated.
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